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NEWS FLASH:  

 
Project Awards: 
 
The Bronx Zoo’s Madagascar was awarded the Significant Achievement Award at the 2009 AZA Awards Banquet.  
The project involved renovating the historic lion house into an immersive experience called Madagascar.  
Patrons experience a spiny forest, limestone cave, and rainforests.  The project exhibits were designed by WCS 
(Wildlife Conservation Society) and then constructed by COST. 
 
Trade Show News: 
 
COST will be exhibiting at the IAAPA tradeshow (International Association of Amusement Parks & Attractions) 
Booth #1433 at the Las Vegas, Nevada Convention Center November 17 – 20, 2009. 
 
We will also be concurrently exhibiting at the G2E (Global Gaming Expo) Booth #523 November 17 – 19, 2009, 
at the Las Vegas, Nevada Convention Center.  Please stop by and visit Chris Foster, Jeffrey Sheiber, Glenn 
Barnard, and John Hawkinson. 
 
During the AZA Conference this past September, COST held a drawing for attendees to win copies of Planet 
Earth, The Complete Series DVD collection.  The lucky winners were: 
Dr. Will Vanoy, The Alabama Aquarium 
Susan Wahlgren, The Cosley Zoo 
Matt Schindler, WDM Architects 
Congratulations, and thanks to everyone that participated. 

 

Interpretive Center for Chattahoochee River 
Watershed Opens in Roswell, GA   
The Chattahoochee Nature Center and COST of Wisconsin, Inc. are excited to invite guests to explore the new 
discovery center for the Chattahoochee River Watershed.  A combination of science center and museum, this 
new venue was designed by exhibit designer, Aldrich Pears Associates from Vancouver, BC and Studio Hanson 
Roberts of Seattle. 

 
CNC’s mission is to educate the masses about the importance of the watershed.  Museum patrons are immersed 
in the watershed, a ridge between regions where waters drain into two different river systems.  The exhibits 
take travelers from the forests and wetlands to the river.  Each guest leaves with a better understanding of why 
the watershed is vital to the region. 
 
COST was hired by 1220 Exhibits Inc. (the main exhibit contractor) to develop shop drawings and a scaled 
construction model for the river aquarium and otter exhibit.   COST’s superintendent Gene Cason, along with his 
seasoned crew, installed the mechanical systems for the two aquatic environments, placed the acrylic windows, 
and constructed the simulated rockwork, faux logs, replica beaver dam, mud banks, and artificial trees 
throughout the exhibit.   
 
Director, Ann Bergstrom, commented that “COST of Wisconsin, Inc. crew did an excellent job with the exhibit 
construction.  Their work is high quality and very life like; we are extremely pleased and excited with the end 
result.”  
 



     
 

El Paso Zoo, Passport to Africa  

        
 
The new 9 acre, $17,000,000 African Expansion at the El Paso Zoo will certainly live up to the Zoo’s slogan 
“Bigger and Better than Ever!”.   The project includes several major exhibits including a reptile building 
complete with a theme “turtle shell” roof, a lion habitat, and hoof stock area.  The savanna will be home to 
lions, zebras, giraffes, antelope, meerkats and other interesting animals. The project also included a new entry, 
gift shop and society offices.  COST was contracted to develop earthen texture retaining walls, Kopje rocks, 
other simulated rockwork, ponds and theme building ruins that replicate an outpost (as pictured above).   The 
project was primarily constructed using a positive carved shotcrete process.  The theme features and 
naturalistic elements were then painted and aged to bring out the details within the finishes.  As the prime 
exhibit fabricator, our responsibility also included shop drawings, engineering, scale models (used for approvals) 
and construction.   
 
The project team included PJA Architects in Seattle as the exhibit designer, and Dantex Construction (GC) from 
El Paso, TX.   
 

Emerald Queen Casino, Fife, WA 



 
 
The Emerald Queen Casino in Fife has added a decorative water feature to welcome guests as they arrive at the 
recently renovated facility.  The project took a few design iterations before it received final approval from the 
owner and owner’s representative, Gregory G Byler Associates from Kent, WA.  This is the fourth successful 
gaming project we have done with COST", Mr. Byler said, "They have always demonstrated creative 
and practical solutions to a variety of theme and water feature challenges".  The final concept, 
developed by Greg Byler, included a basalt style centerpiece, with granite boulders surrounding an architectural 
pool.  LED strip lights surround the outer perimeter creating a soft glow while LED up-lights create unique 
shading off the center basalt stone.  Our scope included final design, scale model for approval, and constructing 
the pool, decorative rock work, installing mechanical/filtration systems and the feature’s lighting.  
 
We have now completed work at eight Native American Casinos in the state of WA and it’s our 36th Tribal project 
nationwide.  We are active members of NIGA and WIGC.  
 
 

Indiana Live Casino Debuts in Shelbyville, IN 
 
Baltimore based the Cordish Company continues to set a high bar in the gaming industry with the recent 
opening of Indiana Live.  Indiana Live boasts as the largest land based casino in the Midwest with over 233,000 
sq ft.  The project was designed by Klai Juba architects and Cleo Design both Las Vegas based gaming design 
firms.  This is the second project COST of Wisconsin, Inc. has successfully completed for the Cordish Company.  
The Seminole Hard Rock Hotel and Casino in Hollywood, FL was COST’s first project for this seasoned developer. 
 
General Contractor, F.A. Wilhelm Construction Company hired COST to fabricate and install this ornate 
architectural sculpture for its central bar.  This custom fiberglass sculpture is 15’ tall wavy, contorted decorative 
forms with a white high-gloss finish.  The feature is strategically located in the center of the gaming floor with 
all the action in close proximity.   



 
 
 
 

The Short List 
A Few Projects Underway 
 
??Little Rock Zoo Penguin Exhibit 

 
??Bermuda Zoo & Aquarium Madagascar Exhibit 
 
??Kansas City Zoo, Polar Bear Exhibit 

 
??Ferrari Theme Park, Abu Dhabi, UAE 
 
??Dallas Zoo, African Savanna, Phase II 

 
??Brookfield Zoo, Bear habitats 
 
 
Stay tuned for more details on these and other projects. 

 
If you no longer wish to receive this newsletter, reply with the word "unsubscribe" in the subject line.  
 

 
 For More Information about These or Any Other Projects Contact: 

 
Christopher Foster, Seattle, WA at 888-567-COST ext 6072 

Jeffrey Sheiber, Orlando, FL at 800-221-7625 ext 2101 
Glenn Barnard, Orlando, FL at 800-221-7625 ext 2104 

John W. Hawkinson, Jackson, WI at 800-221-7625 ext 6033 
Mohamed Al Sayed, Dubai, UAE at + (971)-4-397-8836 

 
www.costofwisconsin.com 
info@costofwisconsin.com 

 


